
Demo Description

Introduction

Thanks to the support of the Intel hardware virtualization, 
PikeOS 5.1 is executing two unmodified guest operating 
systems in parallel: Windows 10 and Ubuntu. Each of these 
OSes s running into separated and isolated partitions. 
The both guest OSes communicate with each other via the 
network channel relying on VirtIO Network which is natively 
supported in PikeOS 5.1.

On both operating systems an application with 4 dials is 
running. Those 4 dials are simulating spinning actions. Via an 
external USB controller with 8 knobs and 16 buttons, input 
signals can be sent into the system. But only the first 4 knobs 
(8 buttons) have an influence on Windows 10 - the other 
knobs and buttons can control the Ubuntu dial application. 

When pushing two knobs (No 7+8) at the same time, the 
Ubuntu OS is rebooted without affecting Windows 10 in its 
operation. Both operating systems can perform their tasks 
separately.

Architecture

The architecture of this demonstrator consists of several 
partitions. Two partitions are dedicated to execute Windows 
10 and Ubuntu as guest operating systems, another partition 
is executing a PikeOS Native application. The last application 
is executing additional software such as network, debugging 
and monitoring drivers. Here the VirtIO network driver is 
executed. 

Windows is responsible of receiving and opening the USB 
device and converts USB MIDI information into UDP IP 
frames. These UDP frames are  then sent through the VirtIO 
channel by using a Windows standard network API together 
with Drivers. Ubuntu receives these frames by also using the 
standard Linux network API with drivers.

The data exchanges are based on the usage of PikeOS queuing 
ports which allow partitions to communicate with each other 
within a safe communication channel.
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SYSGO is the leading European manufacturer of embedded 
software solutions with its real-time operating system and 
hypervisor PikeOS and the embedded industrial-grade Linux 
ELinOS. Since 1991, SYSGO has been supporting customers 
in the Aerospace, Automotive, Railway and IIoT industries in 
the development of Safety-critical applications on highest 
industry levels. For security certifications PikeOS also meets 
the Common Criteria EAL 5+ level. SYSGO is part of the  
European Thales Group.
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PLUG-IN Electronic GmbH, based in Alling near Munich, 
has been selling hardware and software for PC-based 
measurement and automation technology since its 
foundation in December 1990. The core business is 
predominantly hardware solutions. Software solutions 
are only offered on the basis of graphical programming 
environments. Well-known customers from the fields of 
research, university and industry value PLUG-IN Electronic 
as a competent solution partner who offers an optimal 
price/performance ratio.

Everything from a single source - Extensive product range - 
Complete systems - Customised developments

www.plug-in.de
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